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Baker—Huntington—Ontario

THURSDAYS

Baker NEOTransit is offering a shopping & appointment bus service from Baker City to Huntington then to Ontario. This bus runs on Thursdays every week when there is at least one interested passenger. **If no passengers have called in to reserve a seat by 4pm Wednesday, then the bus will not operate that Thursday.**

In Baker City the bus will pick you up at your home between 9:00 – 9:30am on Thursday and stop in Huntington then take passengers around Ontario for shopping and other personal appointments. The bus will depart Ontario at approximately 3pm depending on passengers needs.

The cost is $5 round trip or if cost is a hardship scholarships are available. The local phone numbers are Baker City (541) 523-7433 - Huntington (541)709-5777, please provide your name, phone number and address location to be picked up.

Sumpter—Baker City

FRIDAYS

Baker NEOTransit is offering a shopping & appointment bus service for Sumpter residents. This bus runs Fridays every week when there is at least one interested passengers. **If no passengers have called in to reserve a seat by 4pm Thursday, then the bus will not operate that Friday.**

The bus will pick you up at Sumpter’s Gold Nugget at approximately 10am (or if needed can pick you up at your home) and take passengers around Baker City for shopping and other personal appointments. The bus will depart Baker City for Sumpter at approximately 3:30pm depending on passengers needs.

The cost is $5 round trip or if cost is a hardship scholarships are available. The local phone numbers are Baker City (541) 523-7433 or Sumpter (541) 894-7771 please provide your name & phone number and address for home pick up.

Baker—Huntington—Ontario

THURSDAYS

Baker NEOTransit is offering a shopping & appointment bus service from Baker City to Huntington then to Ontario. This bus runs on Thursdays every week when there is at least one interested passenger. **If no passengers have called in to reserve a seat by 4pm Wednesday, then the bus will not operate that Thursday.**

In Baker City the bus will pick you up at your home between 9:00 – 9:30am on Thursday and stop in Huntington then take passengers around Ontario for shopping and other personal appointments. The bus will depart Ontario at approximately 3pm depending on passengers needs.

The cost is $5 round trip or if cost is a hardship scholarships are available. The local phone numbers are Baker City (541) 523-7433 - Huntington (541)709-5777, please provide your name, phone number and address location to be picked up.

Haines—Keating

TUESDAYS & FRIDAYS

Baker NEOTransit is offering a shopping & appointment bus service for Haines & Keating residents. This bus runs on Tuesdays and Fridays every week.

This is a curb to curb shuttle service so the bus will pick you up at your home and deliver you to your desired destination. When you are ready to be picked up, simply call the Baker NEOTransit phone number listed below.

The cost is $2 round trip or $1 one way. To schedule a ride call Baker NEOTransit at (541) 523-7433 at least one day in advance.

Keep Moving